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Abstract
This paper develops a mathematical framework to describe and reason about semantic theories
of processes where actions have a non-zero duration. The framework relies on the notions of
reduction and observability and allows one to naturally explain the possible choices to incorpo-
rate timing information in terms of process interaction mechanisms. The framework provides a
parameterized context where well-known and new theories can be formally compared and classi-
5ed by a suitable instantiation of the parameters. A proof-technique to derive from the reduction
semantics an equivalent SOS-based characterization is also provided. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There have been a number of di:erent approaches to de5ne observational theories
of process calculi where actions have a non-zero duration. Aceto and Hennessy [20, 1]
introduce an observational theory based on a labelled transition system where labels
of transitions also indicate the start or 5nish of actions. Moreover, semantic notions
requiring matching of start and 5nish of actions (based on the idea of ST-bisimulation
[15]) have been proposed (see [21, 18] and the references therein). Aceto and Murphy
[2], Gorrieri et al. [19] have proposed and studied notions of bisimilarity for transition
systems whose labels consist of an action, its duration and the time at which the
action occurred. This approach has been further generalized in [11, 12, 14, 8, 9]. Baeten
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and Bergstra have investigated notions of timed semantics in the context of ACP. In
[3] actions are decorated with a real number indicating the time at which the action
occurred. In [4] each action has a space–time coordinate. A di:erent notion of passage
of time is adopted in [29, 34] where two di:erent types of state evolution are identi5ed.
One in which a durationless action is performed and one in which time passes. This
idea is generalized in [22, 30] where a distinguished action is added to model the
passage of time. Finally, stochastic process calculi also assume that actions have a
duration (characterized by a random variable). Notions of bisimilarity which require
matching of actions and occurrence rates have also been studied [5, 23, 24].
In this paper we provide an unifying framework to compare and analyze the se-
mantic theories of process calculi which 5t in the approach of Aceto and Murphy [2]
and of Gorrieri et al. [19]. Common to these semantic theories is the principle that
each sequential component of a process has an associated local structure, called local
clock, which records timing information. At the semantic level, states of the underlying
transition system are not simply process terms but process terms equipped with local
clocks. It is the use of local clocks which allows one to compute quantitative timing
information on process behaviors. The central issue of these semantic theories is the
way in which the passing of time on local clocks is modeled. In these approaches
the passage of time is not forced by a special “tick” action, but it is the execution of
actions which makes local time progress (a duration function  indicates how much
time an action requires to be executed).
These theories of processes are broadly similar but they are presented with di:er-
ent parameters which correspond to choices in the modeling of the passage of time
and in the synchronization policies of local clocks. However, the speci5c choice of
the parameters are often hindered. This leads to diHculty in understanding the limita-
tions of each theory and in recognizing the common points and the di:erences among
them.
For instance, let us consider the process p=0 . a:b|0 . c where the local clocks of
the two parallel processes are set up to 0. For simplicity, we assume that actions a, b
and c have durations 2, 1 and 1, respectively. By adopting the approaches in [5, 19]
we have
p
a@2→ 2 . b | 0 . c b@3→ 3 . 0 | 0 . c c@1→ 3 . 0 | 1 . 0
where a@t indicates that t is the timing of the occurrence of the action a. Focusing
on the modeling of time passing on local clocks, we note:
• There is no time passing between the execution of the actions in each parallel
component: actions are eager, i.e., they happen as soon as possible.
• Computations are ill-timed, i.e., the timing of action occurrences in computations
does not necessarily follow the temporal order.
Instead, by taking the approach of [7, 12] we have
p
a@2→ 3 . b | 0 . c b@5→ 5 . 0 | 0 . c c@6→ 5 . 0 | 6 . 0
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Here, di:erent parameters for modeling the passage of time are taken:
• Actions can be delayed before being executed, i.e., they are lazy.
• Computations are well-timed, i.e., the timing of action occurrences follows a tem-
poral order.
Another important point concerns the treatment of synchronization. In [2] two pro-
cesses may synchronize if they are ready at the same time. For instance,
t . a:e | t . Ja:f @t+(a)−→ t + (a) . e|t + (a) . f
where (a) is the duration of action a. The resulting bisimulation semantics is compo-
sitional but it is not related to its untimed counterpart, namely Milner’s strong bisim-
ulation [25].
For [19], instead, eagerness of actions is broken by synchronization:
t1 . a:e | t2 . Ja:f @t+(a)−→ t + (a) . e | t + (a) . f
where t= max(t1; t2). This synchronization rule can be explained as follows: when
two processes interact, the fastest process waits for the slowest (busy-waiting interac-
tion mechanism). However, the mixture of eager actions with busy-waiting synchro-
nizations has the main drawback that the so-called performance bisimulation is not
compositional: bisimilarity is not preserved by parallel composition.
Let us now focus on a di:erent issue in the semantics of process calculi. Starting
from the work of Berry and Boudol [6], the dynamics of processes has been also
de5ned via a reduction semantics.
A reduction semantics is centered around the notions of
• reduction,
• structural congruence,
• reduction contexts.
The structural congruence basically provides an equational algebra for manipulating
and rearranging processes. The reduction relation describes the basic computational
paradigm of interactions among processes. Two processes are equivalent provided they
admit the same behavior (de5ned in terms of the observation of barbs [28, 31], namely
barbed bisimulation and barbed congruence) when inserted inside the reduction con-
texts.
In the case of calculi for mobile processes, reduction semantics have shown to be
much simpler than the corresponding SOS semantics. The paradigmatic example is
provided by the -calculus [27, 26]. However, reduction semantics have the main dis-
advantage with respect to SOS semantics that it is much harder to show when two
processes are equivalent since one has to consider their behavior when placed inside
arbitrary reduction contexts. Recent works aim at systematically deriving transition-
based semantics from reduction semantics. Sewell [32] introduces a technique to de-
velop a transition-based semantics from a reduction semantics; however the resulting
transition-semantics is not inductive on process operators. Gordon and Cardelli [17]
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develop a proof-technique to characterize reductions in the Ambient calculus in terms
of structural transitions.
This paper aims at showing that the treatment of durational actions and local clocks
described in the literature descends from the uniform notion of process interaction. To
this purpose, we introduce a mathematical framework based on the notion of reduction.
Focusing on reduction has the main bene5t that the three parameters – eager, lazy and
busy-waiting – naturally emerge as separate concepts of process interaction.
The three parameters are represented by a reduction axiom of the form
t1 . (a:e + · · ·)|t2 . ( Ja:f + · · ·) t→ t . (e|f):
What makes the di:erence among the three mechanisms is the constraint on the time
t in which the interaction occurs. In the eager case t= t1 + (a)= t2 + (a). Instead,
t= max(t1; t2) + (a) for the busy-waiting paradigm, while t¿max(t1; t2) + (a) for
the lazy. Similarly, the dichotomy of well-timed vs. ill-timed naturally emerges from
the de5nition of the reduction relation.
As a 5rst contribution, we provide a classi5cation of the di:erent proposals following
the parameters which underlie the choices of the axioms for the passage of time on
local clocks. As a second result we develop a proof technique to derive alternative
SOS-based characterizations. To our mind, the coincidence between the reduction and
the SOS semantics enjoyed by the theories of processes studied in this paper allows us
to understand more precisely the role played by the chosen parameters in establishing
properties of process behaviors. For instance, in the busy-waiting paradigm, di:erently
from the transition semantics of [19], the SOS semantics suggested by the reduction
semantics is compositional with respect to all language contexts.
All the results of this paper apply to a CCS-like process calculus. However, the
technique we develop can be directly applied to more expressive calculi and reduc-
tion semantics. For instance, the timed semantics for the -calculus proposed in [13]
can be obtained by taking eager actions in the standard reduction semantics of the
-calculus.
Outline. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the basic de5-
nitions of reduction semantics. In Section 3 we present barbed bisimulation and barbed
congruence. Section 4 studies and classi5es the di:erent classes of barbed congruence.
Alternative SOS-based bisimulation semantics are presented in Section 5. A preliminary
presentation of some of the results of this paper appeared in [10].
2. Timed reduction semantics
2.1. The calculus
The language used in this paper as a case study is a variant of Milner’s CCS. Below
we report its syntax. As usual, we assume a set of actions A from which we obtain
the set of co-actions JA. We use Act (ranged over by a; b; : : :) to denote A∪ JA, the set
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of visible actions, and we adopt the convention that if a∈Act then JJa= a. The invisible
action is denoted by  =∈Act and we use Act (ranged over by ) to denote the set
of all actions Act ∪{}. Finally, process variables, used for recursive de5nitions, are
ranged over by x.
Following the approach of [2, 19], we introduce time information in the calculus by
assigning a duration to each visible action. This is obtained by means of a durational
function  : Act → N+, that associates to every action a the time needed for its
execution. 1 We assume that ( Ja)= (a). We remark that function  does not associate
a duration to the invisible action : as we will see, di:erent occurrences of  can have
di:erent durations.
Pure processes (ranged over by e; f; : : :) are the closed (i.e., without free variables)
and guarded (i.e., variable x in a rec x:e term can appear only within summations)
terms generated by the grammar:
e :=
∑
i∈I
i:ei | e|e | e\{a} | x | rec x:e
 := a| t with t ∈ N+
A guarded summation
∑
i∈I i:ei denotes the alternative composition of pre5xes of the
form i:ei for every i in the indexing set I (which may be in5nite). Every i is either
a visible action (i ∈Act) or a t action for t ∈N+. Roughly speaking, every term i:ei
with i ∈Act denotes a process which can do i and then behaves like ei while every
term i:ei with i = t denotes a process which performs an internal action for t time
units and then behaves like ei. If I is a singleton we simply write :e, whereas in the
case I = ∅ we write 0 (to denote the terminated process). We sometimes use in5x +
instead of summation and we write :e+ · · · if we are interested in a particular element
of the summation. We only admit guarded summation as this simpli5es the analysis
without losing expressiveness.
Process e1|e2, the parallel composition of e1 and e2, can perform any interleaving
of the actions of e1 and e2, or synchronizations whenever e1 and e2 perform comple-
mentary actions. Process e\{a} behaves like e but action a, and its co-action Ja, are
forbidden. Finally, rec x:p is used for recursive de5nitions. For the sake of simplicity,
terminal 0’s will be often omitted; e.g., a+ b:c stands for a:0+ b:c:0.
It is worth noting that t :p does not correspond to the process (t):p which delays
the execution of p of t time units (as proposed in [29, 30, 34]). This is because t :p
is just a timed version of the CCS untimed :p. This immediately leads to distinguish
“a choice followed by a ” and “a  followed by a choice”; i.e., t :e+ t :f is di:erent
from t :(e+f) (the timed version of the distinction between :e+ :f and :(e+f)).
The timed process algebras presented in [29, 30, 34], instead, do not allow the “passage
of time to decide a choice” and, hence, (t):e + (t):f is equivalent to (t):(e + f).
1 As usual, N denotes the set of natural numbers, while N+ denotes the positive ones.
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Timed processes, or simply processes (ranged over by 2 p; q; r : : :) are the terms:
p := t . e | p|p | p\{a}
where t ∈N+.
We say that S ⊆Act is a sort for a process p, denoted by p : S, if, whenever a
appears in p outside any \{a} and \{ Ja} context, then a∈ S. Notice that a sort for
a process is a superset of the actions that appear unrestricted in it: i.e., if p : S and
S ⊆ S ′ then p : S ′. Therefore, given a pair of processes p and q, it is always possible
to 5nd a common sort S such that p : S and q : S.
For technical reasons, in this paper we assume that every pair of processes p; q
admits a common sort S such that for every t ∈N+ there are in5nitely many actions
a for which (a)= t and a; Ja =∈ S.
2.2. Structural equivalence
Structural equivalence≡is the smallest congruence over both timed and pure processes
which satis5es the following laws (where p; q; r can be both timed and pure processes):
• rec x:e≡ e[rec x:e=x];
• 0\{a}≡ 0 p\{a}\{b}≡p\{b}\{a}
p\{a}|q≡ (p|q)\{a} if q : S and a; Ja =∈ S;
• p\{a}≡p[b=a]\{b} if p : S, b; Jb =∈ S and (a)= (b);
• p|q≡ q|p p|(q|r)≡ (p|q)|r p|0≡p;
• t . (e|f)≡ t . e|t . f t . (e\{a})≡ (t . e)\{a};
where p[b=a] denotes the process obtained from p by replacing all the occurrences of
action a with action b.
It is easy to show that, using the structural equivalence ≡, it is possible to rewrite
each process into a canonical form:
s := t .
∑
i∈I
i:ei | s|s | s\{a}:
We shall often present our constructions for processes in canonical form.
The following de5nition introduces the notion of maximal clock. Given a process
p the maximal clock of p, maxclock(p), is the maximum of the local clock values
appearing in p.
Denition 1. Let p be a timed process. The maximal clock of p, maxclock(p), is
de5ned as follows:
maxclock(t . e) = t
maxclock(p|q) =max(maxclock(p);maxclock(q))
maxclock(p\{a}) =maxclock(p)
2 With some abuse of notation, we sometimes use p; q; r; : : : to denote terms that can be both pure and
timed processes. This happens when the same de5nition can be applied to both the classes of terms.
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Table 1
Rules for the reduction semantics
Red
t1 . (a:e +· · ·)|t2 . ( Ja:f+· · ·) t→ t . (e|f)
with


t = t1 + (a) = t2 + (a)
in the eager case
t = max(t1; t2) + (a)
in the busy-waiting case
t¿max(t1; t2) + (a)
in the lazy case
Tau
t . (n:e + · · ·) t
′
→ t′ . e
with
{
t′ = t + n in the eager case
t′ = t + n in the busy-waiting case
t′¿t + n in the lazy case
Par
p
t→p′
p|q t→p′|q
with t¿maxclock(q) in the well-timed case
Res
p
t→p′
p\{a} t→p′\{a}
Congr
p ≡ q q t→ q′ q′ ≡ p′
p
t→p′
It is easy to prove that structurally equivalent processes have the same maximal clock:
p≡ q implies maxclock(p)=maxclock(q).
2.3. Reductions
A reduction relation describes the basic mechanism of interaction among processes.
Here, we distinguish two types of reduction mechanisms:
• the untimed reductions, denoted by p→ p′, meaning that agent p can reduce to
agent p′;
• the timed reductions, denoted by p t→p′, meaning that agent p can reduce to
agent p′ and that this reduction terminates at time t.
We now discuss in detail the de5nition of the timed reduction relation (all the rules
are collected in Table 1). The untimed reductions can be easily obtained by stating
that p→ p′ if and only if p t→p′ for some t.
We distinguish three possible mechanisms of interaction; they are all represented by
an axiom of the form
t1 . (a:e + · · ·)|t2 . ( Ja:f + · · ·) t→ t . (e|f):
What makes the di:erence among the three mechanisms is the constraint on the time
t at which the interaction occurs.
The strongest requirement is that t= t1+(a) and that t= t2+(a). This corresponds
to require that actions 5re as soon as possible, i.e., there is no time passing between
the execution of the actions in each parallel component. This kind of interaction (and
hence this kind of action) is called eager and the corresponding reduction relation is
denoted by t→E .
A weaker constraint consists of requiring that t= max(t1; t2)+(a). In this case, the
fastest process waits for the slowest, but, when both processes are ready to interact,
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no more time can pass. This approach is called busy-waiting and the corresponding
reduction relation is denoted by t→B .
The weakest requirement we consider is t¿max(t1; t2)+ (a). In this case a pair of
processes can delay the synchronization even when both are ready to 5re the comple-
mentary actions; in other words, actions are lazy. The corresponding reduction relation
is denoted by t→L . The following axiom describes the reduction of  pre5xes:
t . (n:e + · · ·) t
′
→ t′ . e
where t′= t + n in the eager and busy-waiting case, t′¿t + n in the lazy case. We
remark that, similarly to what happens in untimed CCS, this behavior of  pre5xes can
be easily derived by considering n:e an abbreviation for (a| Ja:e)\{a}, where a does
not appear in e and (a)= n.
To conclude the description of the reduction relation, we have to say how reduction
behaves underneath the remaining process combinators. To this purpose we distinguish
two ways of behaving for parallel composition. If we allow ill-timed computations,
i.e., computations that do not necessarily follow the temporal order, then the rule is as
follows:
p→t p′
p|q→t p′|q
If only well-timed computations are considered, the clause t¿maxclock(q) should be
added: in all computations the timing of action occurrences follows a temporal order.
The remaining reduction rules are as expected:
p→t p′
p\{a}→t p′\{a}
p ≡ q q t→ q′ q′ ≡ p′
p t→p′
By combining the degrees of freedom in the de5nition of the reduction relation in-
cluding the possibility of having timed and untimed reductions, we obtain 12 di:erent
reduction relations. Here, we identify a speci5c reduction relation by indexing the re-
duction with its mode, where the mode states if the reduction is well-timed (W) or
ill-timed (I), and if it is eager (E), busy-waiting (B) or lazy (L). For instance, t→WL
indicates the well-timed, lazy timed-reduction. In what follows, to avoid cumbersome
notations we will use p t→p′ to indicate a “generic” timed reduction relation. More-
over, when only the interaction mode is speci5ed we mean that the reduction is valid
for both the well-timed and ill-timed cases; for instance p t→L q will be used to in-
dicate both p t→IL q and p t→WL q. Similar notational conventions will be adopted for
the untimed reductions.
Simple but useful properties enjoyed by reduction relations are established in the
following two propositions. The 5rst one says that, in both the worlds of timed and of
untimed reductions, the eager reduction relation is 5ner than the busy-waiting reduction
relation which in turn is 5ner than the lazy reduction relation. The second proposition
says that in the well-timed case, if a reduction labelled by t is derivable out of a
process p then the target state p′ has maximal clock equal to t.
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Proposition 2.
• p t→E p′ implies p t→B p′ implies p t→L p′;
• p→E p′ implies p→B p′ implies p→L p′.
Proof. It follows by the de5nition of the eager, busy-waiting and lazy interaction
mechanisms.
Proposition 3. If p t→W p′ then maxclock(p′)= t.
3. Observability and barbed equivalences
3.1. Observation predicates
In the setting of reduction semantics, natural and interesting notions of behavioral
equivalences are obtained by introducing observability criteria, i.e., families of obser-
vation predicates which permit to observe certain properties of processes. Here, we
consider three families of observation predicates.
• The observation predicate ↓a permits to observe whether a process can interact
with the environment by performing an action a.
• The observation predicate ↓a; t permits to observe whether a process can interact
with the environment by performing an action a which terminates at time t.
• The observation predicate @t permits to assign a timestamp to a process.
The de5nition of predicate @t is very simple:
p@ t i: maxclock(p) = t:
We remark that it would be possible to associate to a process also other kinds of
timestamps: for instance, it would be possible to observe the minclock, or the whole
(multi)set of the local clocks. However, while it is reasonable to require that equivalent
processes have the same maxclock, in our opinion it is not reasonable to require that
they have, for instance, the same minclock: this would lead to distinguish processes
like 0 . a:e and 0 . 0|a:e (in fact the minclock of the 5rst process evolves, while the
minclock of the second process is 0 forever).
The de5nition of predicate ↓a; t is more complex. According to its intended meaning,
p↓a; t holds if and only if a synchronization between agent p and agent (t−(a)) . Ja:0
can occur at completing time t, i.e., if p|(t − (a)) . Ja:0 t→p′|t . 0.
Hence, the basic axiom has the form
t . (a:e + · · ·) ↓a;t′
where t′= t + (a) in the eager case, t′¿t + (a) in the busy-waiting and lazy cases.
Observation predicates are extended to process combinators. For parallel composition
we have to spell out the di:erence between well-timed and ill-timed.
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More precisely, we have
p ↓a;t
p|q ↓a;t
and we require t¿maxclock(q) in the well-timed case.
The remaining rules are as expected:
p ↓a;t
p\{b} ↓a;t if a = b;
Jb
p ≡ q p ↓a;t
q ↓a;t
Finally, p↓a if and only if p↓a; t for some t.
We will index observation predicates ↓a; t , ↓a with their mode to identify the speci5c
context of their use. For instance, ↓WBa; t denotes the observation predicate ↓a; t for the
well-timed busy-waiting semantics. Moreover, p↓Ea; t will be used to indicate both the
predicates p↓WEa; t and p↓IEa; t . When it will be clear from the context all the indexes of
both reductions and observation predicates will be omitted.
Four classes of observation predicates will be considered:
O1 = {↓a | a ∈ Act}; O2 = {↓a;t | a ∈ Act and t ∈ N};
O3 = O1 ∪ {@t | t ∈ N}; O4 = O2 ∪ {@t | t ∈ N}
The other combinations of observables have been omitted, since either they do not
allow to observe actions (neither ↓a nor ↓a; t present), or they are redundant (both ↓a
and ↓a; t present).
The following proposition points out the tight relation between the observation pred-
icate ↓a; t and timed reductions. This proposition holds both in the well-timed and in
the ill-timed case, for the eager, busy-waiting and lazy reduction mechanisms.
Proposition 4. Let p be a process. Then p↓a; t i= p|(t − (a)) . Ja:e t→p′|t . e for all
pure processes e.
Proof. By induction on the clauses de5ning the observation predicate ↓a; t . Then it
suHces to apply structural congruence and the reduction law.
In the eager case (both well-timed and ill-timed) a stronger statement can be proved.
It states that the timing of actions can be detected by putting processes in proper
contexts and by looking at their untimed reductions. This has signi5cant consequences
as we will see, for instance, in Propositions 14 and 20.
Proposition 5. Let p be a process. Then p↓Ea; t i= p|(t−(a)) . Ja:e→E p′|t . e for all
pure processes e.
3.2. Barbed bisimulation congruences
Now we introduce the notion of barbed bisimilarity [28, 31]: according to it, two
equivalent processes must reduce in compatible ways (i.e., for each reduction on one
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process there is a reduction of the other process so that the derivatives are still equiv-
alent) and must admit the same observations (the barbs).
Denition 6. Let → be a labelled reduction relation ( belongs to a set  of labels),
and O a class of observation predicates. A barbed bisimulation is a relation R on
processes such that pR q implies
• for each p →p′ (resp. q → q′) there is some q → q′ (resp. p →p′) such that
p′R q′;
• for each o∈O, o(p) holds if and only if o(q) holds.
Two processes p and q are barbed bisimilar, written p ∼˙ q, if pR q for some barbed
bisimulation R.
Several barbed bisimulations can be de5ned, depending on the choice of the reduc-
tion relation 3 and of the family of observables. We represent a speci5c relation by
indexing it: for instance ∼˙WEt2 represents the bisimilarity corresponding to the well-
timed eager paradigm with timed reductions and with family of observation predicates
O2. Similarly, ∼˙It indicates the family of bisimulation semantics corresponding to the
ill-timed paradigm with timed reductions.
Usually, in the context of reduction semantics one is not only interested in proving
that two processes are equivalent: it is often much more important to prove that two
processes are equivalent when inserted in any reduction context, i.e., that the two
processes are barbed congruent, for a given class of reduction contexts. In the case of
the timed calculus we are considering (as well as in the case of CCS), the relevant
contexts are the following:
C[•] := t . •|p|C[•]|C[•]\{a}:
Here, we are interested in the relation induced on pure processes and in the congruence
relation on pure processes, rather that in those on timed processes: these considerations
lead to the following de5nition.
Denition 7. Let e and f be two pure processes.
• e and f are barbed bisimilar, written e ∼˙ f, if 0 . e ∼˙ 0 .f.
• e and f are barbed congruent, written e∼ f, if C[e] ∼˙ C[f] for each context
C[•].
4. Relating timed barbed congruences
In the previous section we have de5ned a family of bisimulation congruences for
the timed calculus. In this section we study the relationships among these di:erent
3 Timed reductions are labelled by the timing of their occurrence, whereas untimed reductions are intended
as labelled by a constant label.
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Fig. 1. Relations between the various semantics.
semantics. These relationships are summarized in Fig. 1, where the barbed congruences
in the same box coincide, while an arrow from one box to another one indicates that
the relations in the 5rst box are 5ner (i.e., they identify fewer processes) than those in
the second box. The equivalence ∼CCS denotes ordinary Milner’s strong bisimulation
for CCS [25].
The similarities between the lazy, busy-waiting and eager approaches clearly emerge
from the 5gure. Let us ignore for the moment the case of semantics with untimed
reductions and with the class O1 of observables. In all the three paradigms the relations
between the semantics are the same: all the well-timed semantics coincide; whereas the
ill-timed semantics are divided into those corresponding to timed reductions and those
corresponding to untimed reductions. The ill-timed semantics with timed reductions
are 5ner than both the well-timed semantics and the ill-timed semantics with untimed
reductions, whereas these two classes are unrelated. Finally, the ill-timed semantics
with untimed reductions form two classes, depending on whether the maxclock of the
processes is observable (O3 and O4) or not (O2).
Any barbed congruence which is based on either timed reductions, or any of the class
of observables O2, O3, or O4, permits to distinguish processes that are equated by the
ordinary strong bisimulation for CCS. This is quite reasonable; in fact, informally, pro-
cesses e= a|a and f= a:a are equivalent according to the ordinary semantics of CCS
(they can perform a pair of actions a), while they are distinguished in a timed context
(process e can perform both actions a at the same time, while process f cannot).
As Fig. 1 shows, there are cases in which the semantics are incomparable with ∼CCS
and cases in which they are 5ner than ∼CCS . The semantics are incomparable with
∼CCS in all those cases in which some reductions of a process, that could occur in
CCS, cannot occur in the timed context due to the presence of certain conditions on
local clocks. This is the case for the eager paradigm: consider the process
(t :b| Jb:c)\{b};
the synchronization between b and Jb cannot occur, since the two components have
di:erent clocks; therefore this agent is equivalent to t :0, whereas the two agents are
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obviously not CCS equivalent. This also happens in the well-timed busy-waiting ap-
proach: consider t1 :a|t2 :b with t1¿t2; after the reduction corresponding to t1 the reduc-
tion corresponding to t2 cannot occur. This “cut” of reductions due to the presence of
conditions on the values of local clocks allows one to observe timing also in the cases
of the semantics with untimed reductions and observables O1 (u1). The main conse-
quence is that these semantics turn out to coincide with the corresponding semantics
with untimed reductions and observables O2 (u2).
The semantics are 5ner than ∼CCS in all those cases where it is not possible to
forbid the occurrence of a reduction by means of conditions on the local clocks. This
happens in the lazy approach (both well-timed and ill-timed) and in the ill-timed busy-
waiting approach. In these cases the semantics with untimed reductions and observable
O1 coincide with ∼CCS .
The following results are intuitive and easy to prove: they state that if two pure
processes are barbed congruent w.r.t. timed reductions, then they are barbed congruent
also w.r.t. untimed reductions. Furthermore, if two pure processes are barbed congruent
w.r.t. a more informative class of observation predicates, then they are barbed congruent
also w.r.t. a less informative class.
Proposition 8. Let e and f be pure processes. Then
• if e∼t f then e∼u f;
• if e∼4 f then e∼3 f and e∼2 f;
• if e∼3 f then e∼1 f;
• if e∼2 f then e∼1 f.
We devote the following subsections to complete the study of the relations among
our reduction semantics. We start with the well-timed semantics.
Most of the proofs of coincidence between two barbed congruences proceed as fol-
lows. Assume ∼x and ∼y be the barbed congruences that we want to prove to
coincide. Typically, ∼x looks weaker than ∼y . This means that either ∼x relies on
an untimed reduction relation while ∼y on a timed one, or that ∼x relies on a less
informative class of observation predicates than ∼y .
The if case of “∼x if and only if ∼y ” immediately follows by Proposition 8 while
the only if case is more involved and, in some cases, very diHcult. It consists of
proving that there is a parallel context U under which two ∼˙x -equivalent processes
become ∼˙y -equivalent; that is p ∼˙x q and p|U ∼˙x q|U imply p ∼˙y q. From this result
we have the following implications for pure processes: e∼x f implies C[e] ∼˙x C[f]
and C[e]|U ∼˙x C[f]|U, for every context C[•]. This implies C[e] ∼˙y C[f]. Thus e∼y f
immediately follows.
4.1. The well-timed case
In this subsection we prove the properties of the various well-timed semantics of
Fig. 1.
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Proposition 9. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Wt1 f i= e∼Wt2 f;
• e∼Wt3 f i= e∼Wt4 f.
Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8. Now we show that e∼Wt1 f implies
e∼Wt2 f.
Given a sort S, we associate to each a∈ S an action aS such that aS ; aS ∈ S and, for
each a; b∈ S, aS = bS implies a= b. Moreover, we assume to have di:erent actions kS1
and kS2 whose duration is 1.
We show that
R = {(p; q) |p; q : S ∧maxclock(p) = maxclock(q) = n ∧ p|UnS∼˙Wt1q|UnS}
where
UnS = 0 .US |1 .US | · · · |n .US |n . A(nmod 2)
US =
∑
a∈S
Ja:aS ;
Ai = kSi:A(i+1)mod 2| JkSi:US for i = 0; 1
is a Wt2-barbed bisimulation.
Then, we have that e∼Wt1 f implies, for each context C[•], C[e]|UnS ∼˙Wt1 C[f]|UnS ,
where n=maxclock(C[e])=maxclock(C[f]) and S is such that C[e]; C[f] : S. Hence
C[e] ∼˙Wt2 C[f] for each C[•] and so e∼Wt2 f.
Now we show that R is a Wt2-barbed bisimulation: the idea is that context UnS is
able to perform in any moment a synchronization on any name a and to exhibit name
aS after (and only after) such a synchronization. So, the fact that p↓a; t can be modeled
by the fact that a|UnS t→p′ and p′↓aS .
Assume pR q and p; q : S. Then p|UnS ∼˙Wt1 q|UnS , where n=maxclock(p)=
maxclock(q).
Suppose p t→p′. We show that q t→ q′ and p′R q′.
If t¿n then:
p|UnS n+1→ p|Un+1S n+2→ · · · t→p|UtS :
Since p|UnS ∼Wt1 q|UnS :
q|UnS n+1→ q|Un+1S n+2→ · · · t→ q|UtS
and p|UtS ∼Wt1 q|UtS (a transition of UhS (h∈ [n::t]) in p|UhS , can be simulated only by
a transition of UhS in q|UhS , due to names kSi).
Thus in both t¿n and t= n cases we can assume p|UtS ∼˙Wt1 q|UtS .
Now, p t→p′ implies p|UtS t→p′|UtS and, hence, q|UtS t→ q′|UtS (by the usage of kSi
and since no aS can be observed after the reduction) with p′|UtS ∼˙Wt1 q′|UtS .
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This implies q t→ q′ and, since t=maxclock(p′)=maxclock(q′) and p′; q′ : S, we
have p′R q′.
Suppose p↓a; t . Now we show that q↓a; t .
If p↓a; t then t¿n. We can distinguish two cases for t − (a).
(i) t−(a)6n. Then UnS =(t−(a)) .U|U′ for some U′. Hence p|UnS t→p′|t . aS |U′.
Clearly (p′|t . aS |U′)↓aS . Since p|UnS ∼˙Wt1 q|UnS then q|US
t→ q′′↓aS but, since
q : S and aS ∈ S, it must be q′′= q′|t . aS |U′′ for some U′′ hence q↓a; t .
(ii) t − (a)¿n (it can only be in the lazy or busy-waiting case). As above we
can prove that p|Ut−(a)S ∼˙Wt1 q|Ut−(a)S . As in item (i) we can show that a
transition p|Ut−(a)S t→ (p′|t . aS |U′)↓aS can only be matched by a transition
q|Ut−(a)S t→ (q′|t . aS |U′′)↓aS thus also q↓a; t .
The proof that e∼Wt3 f implies e∼Wt4 f is similar: obviously, by de5nition of R, if
pR q then p@t i: q@t.
Proposition 10. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Wt1 f i= e∼Wt3 f;
• e∼Wt2 f i= e∼Wt4 f.
Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8.
Clearly
R = {(p; q) |p∼˙Wt1q ∧maxclock(p) = maxclock(q)}
is a Wt3-barbed bisimulation.
Then, e∼Wt1 f implies C[e] ∼˙Wt1 C[f] for each context C[•] and, since maxclock
(C[e])=maxclock(C[f]), C[e] ∼˙Wt3 C[f], and thus e∼Wt3 f.
Similarly for the other case.
By Propositions 9 and 10, all the barbed congruences with timed reductions coincide
in the well-timed case for the eager, busy-waiting and lazy cases. The following propo-
sitions relate the semantics with timed reductions with the corresponding semantics with
untimed reductions.
Lemma 11. p t→W p′ i= p→W p′ and p′@t.
Proof. Let p t→W p′. Then, by de5nition of → it is the case that p →W p′. By
Proposition 3 also p′@t. Conversely, assume p→W p′ and p′@t. By de5nition of →,
p→W p′ implies p t
′
→W p′ for some t′. By Proposition 3 we have p′@t′, so t′= t.
Proposition 12. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Wu3 f i= e∼Wt3 f;
• e∼Wu4 f i= e∼Wt4 f:
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Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8.
We show that relation ∼˙Wu3 on timed processes is a Wt3-barbed bisimulation (the
other case is similar). Suppose p ∼˙Wu3 q. By de5nition of Wu3-bisimulation, p@t i:
q@t, and p↓a i: q↓a.
Moreover, suppose p t→p′. Then, by Lemma 11, p → p′ and p′@t. Because
p ∼˙Wu3 q, also q → q′ with p′ ∼˙Wu3 q′ and q′@t hold. So, by Lemma 11, q t→ q′.
Proposition 13. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Wu2 f i= e∼Wt2 f.
Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8. Let us show the reverse. Consider
R = {(p; q) |p; q : S ∧ p |US∼˙Wu2 q |US}
where
US = 0 .
(∑
t¿0
t :aSt
)
and actions aSt are all distinct and do not appear in S.
We show that R is a Wt2-bisimulation.
Assume pR q. Then p; q : S and p|US ∼˙Wu2 q|US . If p↓a; t then (p|US)↓a; t (since
maxclock(US)= 0) and hence, by p|US ∼˙Wu2 q|US , (q|US)↓a; t which implies q↓a; t
(since US ↓= a; t).
If p t→p′ then p |US t→p′ |US and hence p |US → p′ |US .
Since p|US ∼˙Wu2 q |US then q|US → q′|US and p′|US ∼˙Wu2 q′|US (note that transi-
tion p|US → p′|US cannot be matched by a transition q|US → q|U′S because, other-
wise, some action aSt in q |U′S would be observable while in p′ |US it would not).
Hence q→ q′, and thus q t
′
→ q′ for some t′. From p′; q′ : S and p′ |US ∼˙Wu2 q′ |US
we obtain p′R q′. To conclude the proof we show that t= t′.
Since maxclock(p′)= t then p′ |US → (p′ | t . aSt)↓aSt ; t+(aSt). Hence, we can only
have q′ |US → (q′ | t′′ . aSt′′) ∼˙Wu2 (p′ | t . aSt) with t′′¿t′ (since we are well-timed
case and t′=maxclock(q′)).
Because (q′ | t′′ . aSt′′) ∼˙Wu2 (p′ | t . aSt) and (p′ | t . aSt)↓aSt ; t+(aSt) we must have
(q′ | t′′ . aSt′′)↓aSt ; t+(aSt) and hence t′′= t and aSt = aSt′′ . It follows that t′¿t.
Exchanging the roles of p′ and q′ (and t and t′), we obtain t′¿t.
The intuition behind the following proposition is strongly related to that behind
Proposition 5.
Proposition 14. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼WEu1 f i= e∼WEt1 f;
• e∼WBu1 f i= e∼WBt1 f.
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Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8.
We prove the only if case only in the eager case. The proof for the busy-waiting
case is similar.
Consider
R = {(p; q) |p; q : S ∧ p|US∼˙WEu1q|US};
where
US = 0 .
(∑
t¿0
t :aSt
)
and actions aSt are all distinct and do not appear in S.
We show that R is a WEt1-bisimulation.
Assume pR q. Then p; q : S and p |US ∼˙WEu1 q |US . If p↓a then (p |US)↓a (since
maxclock(US)= 0) and hence (q |US)↓a and q↓a (since US ↓= a).
If p t→p′ then p |US t→p′ |US and hence p |US → p′ |US .
Since p|US ∼˙WEu1 q|US then q|US → q′|US and p′|US ∼˙WEu1 q′|US (it is not pos-
sible to have a reduction q|US → q|U′S , because, otherwise, one of the aSt would be
observable in q|U′S).
Hence q→ q′, and thus q t
′
→ q′ for some t′. From p′; q′ : S and p′ |US ∼˙WEu1 q′ |US
we obtain p′R q′. To conclude the proof we show that t= t′.
Since maxclock(p′)= t then p′ |US → p′ | t . aSt↓aSt . Hence q′ |US → q′ | t . aSt↓aSt
with t¿t′.
Exchanging the roles of p′ and q′, we obtain t′¿t.
Proposition 15. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼WLu1 f i= e∼CCS f.
Proof. Let “forget” be the obvious mapping which compiles timed processes into CCS
processes; e.g., forget(t :e)= :forget(e) and forget(t . p)= forget(p).
It is then immediate to see that p →L p′ if and only if forget(p) →CCS forget(p′)
and that p↓La if and only if forget(p)↓CCSa . 4
4.2. The ill-timed case
Similarly to what happens in the well-timed case, all the timed semantics coincide
also in the ill-timed.
Proposition 16. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼It1 f i= e∼It2 f;
• e∼It3 f i= e∼It4 f;
4 Where →CCS and ↓CCSa are, respectively, the reduction relation and the observability predicate over CCS.
See [28] for a detailed description of these relations.
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• e∼It1 f i= e∼It3 f;
• e∼It2 f i= e∼It4 f.
Proof. The proof of the 5rst two items follows the same pattern of the proof of
Propositions 9.
The proof of the last two items, instead, is analogous to the proof of Proposition
10.
Di:erently from the well-timed case, in the ill-timed setting all the semantics based
on timed reductions are di:erent form all those based on untimed reductions, as the
following proposition shows.
Proposition 17. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Iu f does not imply e∼It f.
Proof. It is suHcient to consider a pair of processes
e = (a+ b | a+ c | Jb+ Jc | Ja:w)\{a}\{b}\{c}
and
f = (a | b+ c | Jb+ Jc | Ja:w)\{a}\{b}\{c}
with (a)= (b) ¡ (c) and w any action. First of all, we show that e  It f.
Let p=0 . e and q=0 .f and consider timed reduction
p
(a)→ p′ = (0 . (a+ c | Jb+ Jc) | (a) . w)\{a}\{b}\{c}:
Since p′↓w, this reduction has to be simulated by
q
(a)→ q′ = (0 . (b+ c | Jb+ Jc) | (a) . w)\{a}\{b}\{c}
as it is the only possible evolution of q that guarantees q′↓w. Now, p′ and q′ are dis-
tinguishable if timed reductions are allowed, as q′
(b)→ (a) .w, while p′ cannot reduce
at time (b) (since (b) ¡ (c)).
It remains to show that p∼Iu q: we omit the exact proof, as it can be easily obtained
from the inspection of all the possible behaviors of e and f. We just observe that
p′ ∼˙Iu q′: in fact, in the context of untimed reductions it is not possible to observe
whether or not reduction q′ → (a) .w happens at time (b).
Now we take into account the untimed semantics.
Proposition 18. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Iu3 f i= e∼Iu4 f.
Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8.
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Given a sort S, we associate to each a∈ S an action aS such that aS ; JaS =∈ S and, for
each a; b∈ S, aS = bS implies a= b. Moreover, we assume to have a di:erent action kt
for each tag t in the time domain.
We show that
R = {(p; q) |p; q : S ∧ p |US∼˙Iu3q |US}
where
US = 0 .
(∑
t¿0
t :
(
kt +
∑
a∈S
Ja:
(
aS +
∑
t′¿0
t′ :kt′
)))
is a Iu4-barbed bisimulation. Assume pR q. Then p; q : S and p |US ∼˙Iu3 q |US .
Suppose p@n. By de5nition of observable @n, maxclock(US)= 0 implies p |US@n.
Since p |US ∼˙Iu3 q |US , then also q |US@n and hence q@n.
Suppose p↓a; t , and let n=maxclock(p)=maxclock(q). Since
p |US →p | (t − (a)) .
(
kt−(a) +
∑
a∈S
Ja:
(
aS +
∑
t¿0
t :kt
))
→p′ | t .
(
aS +
∑
t¿0
t :kt
)
→p′ | t + n . kn
and since p|US ∼˙Iu3 q|US , also
q|US → q | t′ .
(
kt−(a) +
∑
a∈S
Ja:
(
aS +
∑
t¿0
t :kt
))
→ q′ | t′ + (a) .
(
aS +
∑
t¿0
t :kt
)
→ q′ | t′ + (a) + n′ . kn:
The reductions of q are obliged, as predicate ↓kt−(a) must hold after the 5rst reduction,
while after the second one predicate ↓aS holds, and after the third one predicate ↓kn
holds.
Clearly, t′¿t − (a) and n′¿n. Moreover, t + n= t′ + (a) + n′, as the two ending
processes are Iu3-bisimilar, so they must have the same maxclock. Therefore, it must
hold t′= t − (a) and n′= n. So, the second reduction can be rewritten as follows:
q | t − (a) .
(
kt−(a) +
∑
a∈S
Ja:
(
aS +
∑
t¿0
t :kt
))
→ q′|t .
(
aS +
∑
t¿0
t :kt
)
that can happen only if q↓a; t holds.
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Suppose p→p′. Then p |US →p′|US and also q |US → q′′ with p′ |US ∼˙Iu3 q′′.
Since p′ |US ↓= kt for any t, then also q′′ ↓= kt for each t and so q′′= q′ |US and q→ q′.
Since p′; q′ : S we conclude p′R q′.
Proposition 19. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Iu1 f does not imply e∼Iu3 f;
• e∼Iu1 f does not imply e∼Iu4 f;
• e∼Iu2 f does not imply e∼Iu3 f;
• e∼Iu2 f does not imply e∼Iu4 f.
Proof. It is suHcient to consider a pair of processes
p = 0 . t1
and
q = 0 . t2 ;
with t1 = t2. In fact, after the two processes have performed their reductions, they are
discriminated only if their maxclock’s are observed.
To complete the picture of the ill-timed semantics with untimed reductions, it remains
only to show when the O1 semantics coincides with the O2 semantics and when they
di:er.
Proposition 20. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼IEu1 f i= e∼IEu2 f.
Proof. The if case follows by Proposition 8.
Given a sort S, we associate to each a ∈ S an action aS such that aS ; aS =∈ S and, for
each a; b ∈ S, aS = bS implies a= b. Moreover, we assume to have a di:erent action
kt for each tag t in the time domain.
We show that
R = {(p; q) |p; q : S ∧ p|US∼˙IEu1q|US}
where
US = 0 .
(∑
t¿0
t :
(
kt +
∑
a∈S
Ja:aS
))
is a IEu2-barbed bisimulation. Assume pR q. Then p; q : S and p|US ∼˙IEu1 q|US .
Suppose p↓a; t . Since
p|US → p|(t − (a)) .
(
kt−(a) +
∑
a∈S
Ja:aS
)
→ p′|taS
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and since p|US ∼˙IEu1 q|US , also
q|US → q|(t − (a)) .
(
kt−(a) +
∑
a∈S
Ja:aS
)
→ q′|t . aS
(after the 5rst reduction out of p|US , predicate ↓kt−(a) must hold, while after the second
one predicate ↓aS holds) and the second reduction can occur only if q↓a; t .
Suppose p→p′. Then p|US →p′|US and also q|US → q′′ with p′|US ∼˙IEu1 q′′.
Since p′|US ↓= kt for any t, then also q′′ ↓= kt for each t and so q′′= q′|US and q→ q′.
Since p′; q′ : S we conclude p′R q′. 
Proposition 21. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼IBu1 f i= e∼ILu1 f i= e∼CCS f.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 15.
Proposition 22. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼IBu1 f does not imply e∼IBu2 f.
• e∼ILu1 f does not imply e∼ILu2 f.
Proof. Since ∼IBu1 and ∼ILu1 coincide with ∼CCS, it is suHcient to 5nd two processes
e and f that are equivalent in the untimed setting, but not in the timed one. Such two
processes are, for instance e= a|a and f= a:a (see also Proposition, 23 below).
4.3. Further results
The rest of this section is devoted to conclude the classi5cation among the barbed
congruences. First, we show that any barbed congruence which is based on either timed
reductions, or any of the class of observable O2, O3, O4, is unrelated with CCS strong
congruence.
Proposition 23. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼CCS f does not imply e∼t f;
• e∼CCS f does not imply e∼ui f; for i∈{2; 3; 4}.
Proof. Let e= a | a and f= a:a be pure processes. Now, consider p=0 . (e| Ja| Ja) and
q=0 . (f| Ja | Ja).
If timed reductions are taken into account, then p
(a)→ p′ (a)→ p′′ whereas q cannot
performs this computation.
If untimed reductions are taken into account with class of observable O2, then
p→p′↓a; (a) is possible, while q→ q′↓a; (a) is not. All the other cases are similar.
Next, we show that any barbed congruence based on the eager paradigm is not
comparable with the other paradigms and with CCS strong congruence.
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Proposition 24. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼E f does not imply e∼CCS f and e∼CCS f does not imply e∼E f;
• e∼E f does not imply e∼B f and e∼B f does not imply e∼E f;
• e∼E f does not imply e∼L f and e∼L f does not imply e∼E f.
Proof. Consider processes a and (a:b| Jb:c)\{b}. These are eager equivalent whereas
they are not lazy and busy-waiting equivalent. Moreover, they are not identi5ed by
CCS strong congruence.
Similarly, a:(b| Jb:c)\{b} and (a:b| Jb:c)\{b} are lazy, busy-waiting and CCS equiva-
lent, but not eager equivalent.
Proposition 25. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼L f does not imply e∼B f; except for case u1.
Proof. Consider processes e= t1 :a + t2 :a and f= t1 :a with t1¡t2. These processes
are lazy equivalent (since action t1 can be delayed as much as t2 in the lazy case),
but not busy-waiting equivalent (since t1 cannot be delayed more than t1 in this case).
Proposition 26. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼B f does not imply e∼L f; except for case u1.
Proof. In the well-timed context, consider processes
(t1 :a+ t2 :(b|(t1−t2):a))
and
t1 :a|t2 :b
with t1¿t2. They are busy-waiting equivalent: according to the busy-waiting semantics,
 pre5xes cannot be delayed, so the execution of pre5x t1 in the second process
prevents the execution of pre5x t2 . However, the two processes are not lazy equivalent,
since in this case the second process can execute pre5x t2 also after the execution of
pre5x t1 .
In the ill-timed context, consider processes
(t :a|t :a+ t :0| Ja:b)\{a}
and
(t :a|t :0| Ja:b)\{a}:
They are busy-waiting equivalent, but not ill-timed lazy equivalent.
We conclude this section by formally stating the relationships between the well-
timed semantics and the ill-timed ones. We have already pointed out that, the ill-timed
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semantics with timed reductions are strictly 5ner than the corresponding well-timed
ones. The ill-timed barbed congruences with untimed reductions and the well-timed
barbed congruences are unrelated.
Proposition 27. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼It f implies e∼Wt f.
Proof. It is easy to show that
R = {(p; q)|p∼˙Itq ∧maxclock(p) = maxclock(q)}
is a Wt-barbed equivalence. We do this in the case of O2.
Suppose pR q. Then p ∼˙It q and maxclock(p)=maxclock(q).
If p t→W p′ then p t→I p′ and hence q t→I q′ and p′ ∼˙It q′; moreover t¿max
clock(p)=maxclock(q) and hence t=maxclock(p′)=maxclock(q′), so p′R q′. Fi-
nally, q t→W q′, since t¿maxclock(q).
If p↓Wa; t then p↓Ia; t and hence q↓Ia; t . To conclude q↓Wa; t notice that t¿maxclock(p)=
maxclock(q).
Proposition 28. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• e∼Iu f does not imply e∼Wu f;
• e∼Iu f does not imply e∼Wt f.
Proof. Consider processes t1 :0 and t2 :0 with t1 = t2. These are Iu-barbed congruent
but are not Wu-barbed congruent and Wt-barbed congruent.
Proposition 29. Let e and f be two pure processes. Then:
• e∼W f does not imply e∼I f; except for case Lu1.
Proof. It is suHcient to prove that e∼Wu2 f does not imply e∼Iu2 f.
Consider processes
e = t :a+ t′ :a | t :a
and
f = t :a+ t′ :a | t :a+ t′ :a
with t′¡t.
The two processes are Wu2-equivalent, while they are not Iu2-equivalent. The reason
is that reduction
0 . e→ p′ = t . a | 0 . t :a
can be matched by the reduction
0 . f → q′ = t . a | 0 . t :a+ t′ :a
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in the well-timed world: in fact, pre5x t′ of q′ cannot be 5red (in the eager and
busy-waiting cases), or can only be 5red at a time greater than t (in the lazy case).
In the ill-timed world, however, reduction
q′ → q′′ = t . a | t′ . a:
can happen, and this is not matched by transition
p′ → p′′ = t . a | t . a:
as q′′↓a; t′+(a) hold, while p′′↓a; t′+(a) does not.
5. SOS semantics
In this section we provide alternative characterizations of the di:erent barbed con-
gruences in terms of strong bisimulations over labelled transition systems.
While reduction relations describe the evolution of a process via internal actions,
labelled transition systems model the evolution of processes via their possible interac-
tions with the external environment. So, labelled transition p
a@t→ p′ represents the fact
that a process p becomes process p′ by performing an action a∈Act at completing
time t ∈ N+ (intuitively speaking, the complementary action Ja has been provided by
the environment). A particular case is given by transitions p
@t→ p′, whose meaning is
that process p becomes p′ without any interaction with the external environment.
5.1. The eager and lazy cases
We start by de5ning the labelled transition system corresponding to the eager and
lazy semantics which are simpler than the busy-waiting case.
Two axioms are used to describe the behavior of guarded summations:
t . (a:e + · · ·) a@t
′
→ t′ . e
t . (n:e + · · ·) @t
′
→ t′ . e
where t′= t+(a) (resp. t′= t+n) in the eager case and t′¿t+(a) (resp. t′¿t+n)
in the lazy case.
The structural rule of parallel composition discriminates between ill-timed and well-
timed:
p
@t→ p′
p|q @t→ p′|q
where the side condition t¿maxclock(q) is added in the well-timed case.
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Table 2
Rules for the SOS semantics
Act
t . (a:e + · · ·) a@t
′
→ t′ . e
with
{
t′ = t + (a) in the eager case
t′¿t + (a) in the lazy case
Tau
t . (n:e + · · ·) @t
′
→ t′ . e
with
{
t′ = t + n in the eager case
t′¿t + n in the lazy case
Par
p
@t→ p′
p|q @t→ p′|q
with t¿maxclock(q) in the well-timed case
Synch
p
a@t→ p′ q Ja@t→ q′
p|q @t→ p′|q′
Res
p
@t→ p′
p\{a} @t→ p′\{a}
if  
= a; Ja Congr p ≡ q q
@t→ q′ q′ ≡ p′
p
@t→ p′
The synchronization rule is the same in all cases: two processes can synchronize
provided that they perform complementary actions at the same time:
p
a@t→ p′ q Ja@t→ q′
p|q @t→ p′|q′
:
Note that, as in the reduction-based semantics, the operational behavior of a  pre5x,
t :e, is the same as that of ( Ja:0 | a:e)\{a}, for a not appearing in e and of duration t.
The remaining structural rules are standard 5 :
p
@t→ p′
p\{a} @t→ p′\{a}
if  = a; Ja p ≡ q q
@t→ q′ q′ ≡ p′
p
@t→ p′
All the rules presented above are collected in Table 2. To identify a speci5c SOS
semantics we index labelled transitions with their mode, as in p
@t→WE p′.
The transition system induced by the ill-timed eager SOS rules is similar to the
transition system of [2]. The di:erences are that the latter includes information about
5 Notice that the rule for structural congruence is not a structural rule; we have used it here for the sake of
simplicity. It allows us to have inference rules as closed as possible to those of the reduction-based semantics.
However, it can be removed by adding symmetric rules for parallel composition and synchronization, and a
rule for the recursion.
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the duration of actions and the beginning time of transitions is observed instead of the
completing time. Moreover, the behavioral equivalence of [2] is based on branching
bisimulation [16] rather than strong bisimulation. Instead, the well-timed lazy SOS rules
induce the labelled transition system presented in [12].
To relate the labelled transition relations just de5ned with the reduction relations
de5ned in Section 2 we need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 30. If p
a@t→ p′ then
p ≡ ((t′ . a:e + · · ·)|p1|p2| · · · |pn)\{b1} · · · \{bm}
and
p′ ≡ (t . e|p1|p2| · · · |pn)\{b1} · · · \{bm}
with a = bi for i=1; : : : ; m and t′= t − (a) in the eager case and t′6t − (a) in the
lazy case.
Proof. The proof follows by a simple induction on the derivation of transition p
a@t→ p′.
Proposition 31. Let p be a timed process. Then:
• p @t→ p′ i= p t→p′; and
• p a@t→ p′ i= p|t′ . Ja:e t→p′|t . e for all pure processes e and for all t′ ∈N+ such
that t′= t − (a) in the eager case and t′6t − (a) in the lazy case.
Proof. It is easy to prove that p t→p′ implies p @t→ p′, by induction on the derivation
of p t→p′. The only interesting case is for axiom
t1 . (a:e + · · ·)|t2 . ( Ja:f + · · ·) t→ t . (e|f):
This implies
t1 . (a:e + · · ·) a@t→ t . e and t2 . ( Ja:f + · · ·) Ja@t→ t . f
and, hence, also
t1 . (a:e + · · ·)|t2 . ( Ja:f + · · ·) @t→ t . (e|f)
by applying the rule Synch.
The proof that p
@t→ p′ implies p t→p′ is more complex: suppose in fact that the
-transition is obtained by applying the rule
p
a@t→ p′ q Ja@t→ q′
p|q @t→ p′|q′
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(the other cases are simpler). To get a matching reduction we have to apply Lemma
30 to both p
a@t→ p′ and q Ja@t→ q′ thus obtaining that
p ≡ ((t′ . a:e + · · ·)|p1|p2| · · ·)\{b1}\{b2} · · ·
and
q ≡ ((t′′ . Ja:f + · · ·)|q1|q2| · · ·)\{c1}\{c2} · · ·
Moreover, let S be such that
((t′′ . Ja:f + · · ·)|q1|q2| · · ·)\{c1}\{c2} · · · : S
and assume, without loss of generality, that every bi with i∈ [1::m] is a fresh name so
that bi; Jbi =∈ S.
The structural rules given in Section 2.2 allow us to prove that
p|q ≡ ((t′ . a:e + · · ·)|(t′′ . Ja:f + · · ·)|r1|r2| · · ·)\{d1}\{d2} · · ·
and
p′|q′ ≡ (t . e|t . f|r1|r2| · · ·)\{d1}\{d2} · · ·
Now the reduction p|q t→p′|q′ can be easily derived.
For the second item, suppose that p|t′ . Ja:e t→p′|t . e for each pure process e. We
prove that p
a@t→ p′. By the 5rst item, it must be the case that
p|t′ . Ja:e @t→ p′|t . e: (1)
By choosing e= b:0, where b is an action which does not appear in p, we can guarantee
that transition (1) is obtained by a synchronization between p and t′ . Ja:e. Hence,
p
a@t→ p′ and t′ . Ja:b:0 Ja@t→ t . b:0, so that the statement follows by the 5rst derivation.
The proof that p
a@t→ p′ implies p|t′ . Ja:e t→p′|t . e is a consequence of Lemma 30.
Indeed, by following similar reasonings as above,
p|t′ . Ja:e ≡ ((t′ . Ja:e + · · ·)|(t′′ . a:f + · · ·)|p1|p2| · · ·)\{b1}\{b2} · · ·
and
p′|t . e ≡ (t . e|t . f|p1|p2| · · ·)\{b1}\{b2} · · · :
Reduction p|t′ . Ja:e t→p′|t . e can be easily derived.
Corollary 32. Let p be a timed process. Then p↓a; t implies p
a@t→ p′ for some p′.
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 30 and Proposition 31.
On top of the eager and lazy transition systems two equivalence relations can be
given by resorting to the classic notion of strong bisimulation.
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Denition 33. A relation R on timed processes is a bisimulation if, whenever pR q
then:
• for each p @t→ p′ there is some q @t→ q′ with p′R q′;
• for each q @t→ q′ there is some p @t→ p′ with p′R q′.
Two timed processes p and q are bisimilar, written pt q, if pR q for some bisim-
ulation R. Two pure processes e and f are bisimilar, written et f, if 0 . et 0 .f.
Note that this de5nition can be applied to both eager and lazy settings within the
well-timed and ill-timed paradigms.
In the case of the reduction-based semantics we had to introduce the reduction
contexts and the barbed congruence to take into account the possible interactions of a
process with the environment. This step is not required in the case of the SOS-based
semantics: in this case, in fact, the interactions with the environment are taken into
account directly in the labelled transitions. As a consequence the resulting equivalences
are congruences.
Lemma 34. Relation t on pure processes is a congruence.
The proof of this lemma is omitted, since standard. Examples of such a proof can
be found for instance in [2, 7, 12, 8].
The following proposition relates strong bisimulations with barbed congruences.
Proposition 35. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• eWEt f i= e∼WEt2 f and eWLt f i= e∼WLt2 f;
• eIEt f i= e∼IEt2 f and eILt f i= e∼ILt2 f.
Proof. We just prove that eWEt f if and only if e∼WEt2 f. The other cases are
similar. Given Proposition 31 and Corollary 32, the proof that every strong bisimulation
is also a barbed bisimulation is easy, so that pWEt q implies p ∼˙WEt2 q. By Lemma 34,
WEt is a congruence so that eWEt f implies e∼WEt2 f immediately follows.
The proof that e∼WEt2 f implies eWEt f is more complex. We will de5ne a relation
R on the timed processes such that 0 . eR0 .f and we will prove that R is a WE-
bisimulation. A pair of processes (p; q) is in R if p|U ∼˙WEt2 q|U for a particular
process U. The aim of process U is to match the actions of p and q, i.e., whenever
p
a@t→ p′ then p|U t→p′|U′. We call such a process a matching context.
We 5rst de5ne a matching context – or, better, a class of matching contexts – UiS
for the sequential components; here, S is a sort and i is a sequence of natural numbers;
the basic matching contexts are de5ned as follows:
UiS =
(∑
a∈S
Ja:dia +
∑
n∈N+
n:di
)∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n;m∈N+
n:(Ui·1S |Ui·2S | · · ·Ui·mS |din;m)
where di and d
i
n;m are all di:erent actions with i a sequence of naturals,  an action,
n and m natural numbers. In UiS , the component
∑
a∈S Ja:d
i
a is used to match visible
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actions, whereas component
∑
n∈N+ n:d
i
 is used for the  actions. Finally, component∑
n;m∈N+ n. (U
i·1
S |Ui·2S | · · ·Ui·mS |din;m) is used to generate a set of new matching contexts
Ui·kS for the sequential components generated in a transition.
The matching context for a generic process p has the form U= t1 .U
i1
S |t2 .Ui2S | · · · |tm
.UimS , where S is a sort for p; to each sequential component in p there is a match-
ing component tx .U
ix
S , where tx is also the time of the sequential component. The
sequences of natural numbers ix are used to distinguish the basic matching contexts.
Relation R is de5ned as follows:
R= {(p; q) |p|U|G∼˙WEt2q|U|G; p : S; q : S;
U ≡ t1 .Ui1S | · · · |tm .UimS ;
G ≡ t′1 . dj11 | · · · |t′n . djnn |t′′1 . dk1a1 ;b1 | · · · |t′′o . dknao;bo ;
ix * iy if x = y; ix * jy; ix * ky;
timesof (p)  timesof (U|G); timesof (q)  timesof (U|G);
maxclock(p)=maxclock(q)=maxclock(U|G)}
where we have used the following notations:
– on the sequences, we write i* j whenever i is not a pre5x of j;
– with timesof (p) we denote the multiset of the times of the sequential components
of p, and with M  N we represent the fact that all the elements in the multiset
M also appear (with greater or equal cardinality) also in N ; hence, timesof (p) 
timesof (q) means that for each sequential component of p there is a sequential
component of q with the same time.
We have already explained the role of the matching context U; component G contains
all the di:erent actions which have been generated in the previous transitions. The
conditions on the sequences assure that the pre5xes in the tx .U
ix
S components will
remain unique also in the future history of the agents. The condition on timesof ( )
guarantees that for each sequential component in p and in q there is a basic matching
context in U with the same time. Finally, the condition on the maxclock( ) is just to
assure that no transition of p or q is inhibited in p|U|G or in q|U|G.
Suppose e∼WEt2 f; let p=0 . e, q=0 .f, and assume that p : S, q : S for some
sort S and that both the pure processes have less than m sequential components; let
U=0 .U1S | · · · |0 .UmS
and let G=0 . 0. Since e∼WEt2 f implies C[e] ∼˙WEt2 C[e] for all the contexts C[•],
this is also true for C[•] = 0 . • |U|G, so all the conditions for (0 . e; 0 .f)∈R are
satis5ed.
It remains to prove that R is a bisimulation.
Assume (p; q)∈R and p a@t→ p′; we show that there exists some q a@t→ q′ such that
(p′; q′)∈R.
Let U, G be any process that respect all the conditions in the de5nition of R for
the pair of processes (p; q). Assume that the clock t1 in U is such t1 + (a)= t; there
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is no loss of generality in doing this: there is at least component of U with this clock,
since t1 is one of the clocks of p.
Obviously, a∈ S, so the matching process U can perform the transition U Ja@t→ U′,
where
U′= t . di1a |t .
∑
n;m∈N+
n:(Ui·1S |Ui·2S | · · · |Ui·mS |din;m)|t2 .Ui2S | · · · |tm .UimS :
Then, the following transition can occur:
p|U|G @t→ p′|U′|G
and, by Proposition 31, it also hold that
p|U|G t→p′|U′|G:
Since p|U|G ∼˙WEt2 q|U|G, we have q|U|G t→ q′′ and p′|U′|G ∼˙WEt2 q′′. By Proposi-
tion 31,
q|U|G @t→ q′′:
Notice that U′↓di1a ; then also
p′|U′|G ↓di1a
It must also be q′′↓di1a , which is possible only if q
′′= q′|U′|G and q Ja@t→ q′.
Let m be the number of sequential components activated in the reductions of p and
of q. Then we have
U′ t→U′′|t . di1a |t . di1(a);m
where
U′′ ≡ t .Ui·1S | · · · |t .Ui·mS |t2 .Ui2S | · · · |tm .UimS :
Then p′|U′|G t→p′|U′′|G′ with
G′ ≡ G|t . di1a |t . di1(a);m:
Since p′|U′|G ∼˙WEt2 q′|U′|G and by exploiting the distinguished action di1(a);m we can
deduce q′|U′|G t→ q′|U′′|G′ with p′|U′′|G′ ∼˙WEt2 q′|U′′|G′.
It is easy to check that U′′ and G′ satisfy all the requirements for (p′; q′) in the
de5nition of R, so we can deduce (p′; q′)∈R.
So we have that p
a@t→ p′ implies q a@t→ q′ with (p′; q′)∈R and the case of the 
actions can be managed similarly. This concludes the proof that R is a bisimulation.
Up to now we have considered the semantics corresponding to timed reductions. As
we have seen in Section 4 (see in particular Fig. 1), in the well-timed approach this
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is suHcient, since the semantics based on untimed reductions reduce to those based
on timed reductions or to ordinary CCS semantics. This is not true in the ill-timed
approach. Now we will give alternative characterizations, based on labelled transitions,
of these ill-timed semantics with untimed reductions. 6
The 5rst alternative characterization is needed to capture the Iu2-barbed equivalence.
It is obtained by abstracting from the timing of -transitions; namely, p →p′ if p @t→ p′
for some t. The de5nition of bisimulation is modi5ed accordingly.
Denition 36. A relation R on timed processes is a u2-bisimulation if, whenever pR q
then:
• for each p a@t→ p′ there is some q a@t→ q′ with p′R q′,
for each p →p′ there is some q → q′ with p′R q′;
for each q
a@t→ q′ there is some p a@t→ p′ with p′R q′,
• for each q → q′ there is some p →p′ with p′R q′.
Two timed processes p and q are u2-bisimilar, written pu2 q, if pR q for some
u2-bisimulation R. Two pure processes e and f are u2-bisimilar, written eu2 f, if
0 . eu2 0 .f.
Proposition 37. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• eIEu2 f i= e∼IEu2 f and eILu2 f i= e∼ILu2 f.
Note that the previous proposition does not hold in the well-time case: t1 :0 and
t2 :0 with t1 = t2 are WEu2 and WLu2 but they are neither ∼WEu2 nor ∼WLu2 .
This happens since the resulting WEu2 and WLu2 equivalences are actually not
congruences: for instance
t1 :0|a:0 Wu2 t2 :0|a:0
for t1 ¡ (a) ¡ t2.
Since timed and untimed reduction semantics coincide in the well-timed approach,
bisimulations WE and WL of De5nition 33 can be taken as labelled characterizations
∼WEu2 and of ∼WLu2 .
The second alternative characterization captures the Iu3- and Iu4-bisimulations. Sim-
ilarly to the 5rst alternative characterization of De5nition 36, it considers untimed
transitions for the  action (namely, p →p′). However, to take time into account,
two equivalent processes are required to have the same maxclock at every step of the
bisimulation game.
6 We omit the proofs of the following propositions, as they are simple adaptations of the proof of Propo-
sition 35.
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Denition 38. A relation R on timed processes is a u4-bisimulation if, whenever pR q
then:
• maxclock(p)=maxclock(q);
• for each p a@t→ p′ there is some q a@t→ q′ with p′R q′,
for each p →p′ there is some q → q′ with p′R q′;
• for each q a@t→ q′ there is some p a@t→ p′ with p′R q′,
for each q → q′ there is some p →p′ with p′R q′.
Two timed processes p and q are u4-bisimilar, written pu4 q, if pR q for some
u4-bisimulation R. Two pure processes e and f are u4-bisimilar, written eu4 f, if
0 . eu4 0 .f.
Proposition 39. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• eIEu4 f i= e∼IEu4 f and eILu4 f i= e∼ILu4 f.
We conclude by noticing that, in the well-timed context as well as in the ill-timed
context with timed reductions, the equivalence on pure processes is not a:ected by
adding the requirement “maxclock(p)=maxclock(q)” to the de5nition of bisimulation.
In fact, by exploiting the timed labelled transitions of De5nition 33, the maxclock of
a process can be obtained from its past history (in fact, it is the greatest time that has
appeared in a past transition).
5.2. The busy-waiting case
The busy-waiting case needs more explanations. Recall that its main reduction axiom
is
t1 . (a:e+ · · ·) | t2 . ( Ja:f+ · · ·) t→ t . (e |f) with t = max(t1; t2) + (a):
The intuition behind this reduction rule is that two processes can synchronize when
they perform complementary actions at the same time; if one of the two is able to
execute such an action before the other, then a form of busy-waiting is allowed. This
allows one to model systems where a faster process can wait for a slower partner.
However, when both partners are ready to synchronize, the handshaking immediately
happens. Thus, while the slower partner is always eager to perform its communicating
action, the faster process may delay the execution of its matching action in order to
synchronize. For these reasons, we have to consider three kinds of experiments in
the SOS characterization of the busy-waiting barbed congruence. Lazy experiments
for visible actions (p
a@t→L p′): visible actions can be performed with an arbitrary delay
before their execution is started. These delayed executions model the situation in which
the process responsible of their execution is faster with respect to an hypothetic external
slower partner. Eager experiments for visible actions (p
a@t→E p′): visible actions can
be performed with null execution delay. These executions model the inverse situation,
in which the process responsible of their execution is slower with respect to a faster
external partner. Finally, invisible experiments (p
@t→B p′) model synchronizations. The
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SOS characterization of p
@t→B p′ can be given by exploiting both the lazy and the eager
operational semantics. The central rule is
p
a@t→E p′ q Ja@t→L q′
p|q @t→B p′|q′
meaning that one of the two partners is always eager to synchronize while the other
processes may delay its execution. The de5nition of bisimulation follows.
Denition 40. A relation R on timed processes is a busy-waiting bisimulation (also
B-bisimulation) if, whenever pR q then:
• for each p a@t→E p′ there is some q a@t→E q′ with p′R q′,
for each p
a@t→L p′ there is some q a@t→L q′ with p′R q′,
for each p
@t→B p′ there is some q @t→B q′ with p′R q′;
• for each q a@t→E q′ there is some p a@t→E p′ with p′R q′,
for each q
a@t→L q′ there is some p a@t→L p′ with p′R q′,
for each q
@t→B q′ there is some p @t→B p′ with p′R q′.
Two timed processes p and q are Bt-bisimilar, written pBt q, if pR q for some
Bt-bisimulation R. Two pure processes e and f are Bt-bisimilar, written eBt f, if
0 . eBt 0 .f.
Proposition 41. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• eWBt f i= e∼WBt2 f and eIBt f i= e∼IBt2 f.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 35. The central point is to distinguish
between eager and lazy transitions out of processes. This can be obtained by observing
that, according to Proposition 31,
• if p a@t→E p′ then p|t′ . Ja:e t→p′|t . e for t′= t − (a), whereas
• if p a@t→L p′ then p|t′ . Ja:e t→p′|t . e for t′= t − (a)− 1.
To obtain the untimed semantics in the ill-timed busy-waiting context we can proceed
by applying the alternative characterizations already exploited in the eager and lazy
contexts. Then following result holds:
Proposition 42. Let e and f be pure processes. Then:
• eIBu2 f i= e∼IBu2 f.
• eIBu4 f i= e∼IBu4 f.
We conclude this section by noticing that the labelled transition system induced by the
ill-timed busy-waiting SOS rules does not coincide with that de5ned in [19]. However,
the characterization of the coarsest congruence contained in the so called performance
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equivalence [19], which was left as an open problem, is based on the labelled transition
system de5ned above [8].
6. Concluding remarks
We have developed a semantic framework to describe and reason about observa-
tional semantics of process calculi with durational actions. The framework relies on
a reduction-based semantics, that allowed us to nicely represent the di:erent design
decisions for modeling durational actions in terms of process interaction mechanisms,
and to perform a smooth comparison among the considered semantic theories. Finally,
we provided equivalent SOS characterizations.
The comparison of the observational semantics of process calculi with durational ac-
tions in terms of process interaction mechanisms has provided interesting results (sum-
marized in Fig. 1). First of all, the eager, busy-waiting, and lazy congruences turn out
to be completely unrelated: they correspond to di:erent interaction mechanisms with
incomparable discriminating power. Moreover, the choice of the interaction mechanism
is independent from the other characterizing parameters: the relations among the dif-
ferent eager semantics are identical to the relations among the busy-waiting semantics
and to those among the lazy semantics.
An important exception occurs for the u1 semantics: these, in fact, are quite partic-
ular, since they do not permit the observation of the passage of time, neither in the
reductions, nor in the observation predicates. In some cases (WE, IE, WB), however,
it is possible to observe the passage of time indirectly by means of suitable contexts.
In other cases (IB, WL, IL), instead, the passage of time is not observable at all and
the resulting “timed” bisimilarity coincide with CCS bisimulation.
Finally, in the well-timed semantics, it turns out that all the observation mechanisms
do not provide extra discrimination power: they give rise to the same equivalence on
processes. On the other hand, in the case of the ill-timed semantics, the fact that we
observe the time of a reduction or not gives rise to di:erent equivalences on processes.
Moreover, the ill-timed semantics with timed reductions coincide, while this is not true
for the ill-timed semantics with untimed reductions: this class of semantics is therefore
the most dependent on the observation mechanism.
The results of this paper provide the basis for a series of investigations. An interesting
research theme is the generalization of our reduction framework to deal with stochastic
process calculi.
The work by Vogler on Petri Nets is also of great interest: a testing theory for
Timed Petri Nets is proposed in [33] where the duration of transitions may vary from
execution to execution and is actually 5xed by the tester. That work presents some
similarities with the notion of observation predicate presented in this paper. We plan
to report on this extension in future works.
The technical treatment of actions (actions have a duration) distinguishes the se-
mantic theories we considered from other timed theories where actions are durationless
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events. It would also be of interest to see whether reduction semantics could be used
to compare the relative expressive power of such timed calculi.
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